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Abstract. Research on languages, particularly regional languages, is highly challenging because there is very little or no language corpus available, particularly for Indonesia's regional languages. This project seeks to construct a translation machine for Indonesian in Meher and Woirata languages and vice versa. However, a corpus of Meher and Woirata languages must first be developed to achieve this. The production of this corpus was carried out through field studies. The researcher requested various speakers of this language to translate manually and then compared the results from several translators through focus group talks to identify the appropriate use of words. The outcomes of this translation process are then written in the form of a database of Indonesian-Meher and Indonesian-Woirata language pairings, which will subsequently be utilized as a learning database to create the translation machine. This research collected 714,000 words in the Meher language and 805,000 words in the Woirata language. These results were then employed as a machine translation learning corpus. The translation output carried out by this machine was then validated through direct assessment by speakers of the two languages. The results of this testing indicated an accuracy above 80% for both translation into the Meher language and translation into the Woirata language. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the construction of the Meher and Woirata language corpus, carried out through field research, successfully collected and established a language corpus for these two languages. Apart from that, the experimental results suggested that employing translation algorithms to convert Indonesian into regional languages and vice versa may be carried out and provide translations with acceptable accuracy. This research contributes to establishing the Meher and Woirata language corpus that could be generally accessed.
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1. Introduction

Presently, the consensus among linguists is that there are approximately 7,000 languages spoken worldwide, with nearly half of these languages potentially facing extinction within the next few generations [1]. Asia has the most extensive language distribution, comprising approximately 33% of the total languages spoken worldwide [2]. About 742 languages are spoken in Indonesia [3]. Indonesians only employ some languages in their daily activities. Additionally, several regional languages are on the verge of extinction due to the absence of indigenous speakers. Today, acquiring regional languages in Indonesia is of interest to young people. Maluku is one region where a regional language is nearly extinct. Maluku is home to over 130 distinct languages, as stated by [4]. Concurrently, the Maluku Language Office's Mapping team and the Language Development and Guidance Agency of the Ministry of Education and Culture determined the number of active languages. Maluku Province is home to 61 regional languages [5].

Kisar Island, situated in the Maluku Province, is geographically positioned as the farthest island, sharing boundaries with the nations of Timor Leste and Australia [23]. Kisar Island is home to two distinct indigenous communities, specifically Meher and Woirata ethnic groups. These two ethnic groups exhibit notable cultural distinctions, particularly in language. From a linguistic perspective, it is evident that the two ethnic languages, Woirata and Meher, exhibit distinct characteristics [6]. Woirata is classified as a non-Austronesian language, while Meher is affiliated with the Austronesian and Malay Polynesian language families.

Meher and Woirata are two Maluku languages on the verge of extinction. Presently, the number of speakers of these languages does not exceed four hundred individuals, with the majority being elderly. These active speakers, typically around forty years old, represent the remaining Meher and Woirata language users. Consequently, these two languages are classified as endangered traditional languages. Based on the findings of [4], it has been determined that a dialectrometric disparity of around 74% exists between the two languages. The Woirata language is exclusively used in two villages, namely East Woirata and West Woirata villages. In contrast, the Meher language is spoken by most individuals residing on several islands surrounding Kisar Island, such as Letti Island and Luang Island.

Language vitality refers to a language's capacity to discharge its intended communication purposes effectively [7, 24]. As a result, its utilization in the everyday discourse of speakers within the social sphere establishes it as a standard for language preservation [8]. Various factors are considered when assessing the vitality of a language; these include international, national, provincial, educational, developing, threatened, shifting, endangered, nearly extinct passive, and extinct status [9]. Additionally, community aspirations and language vitality prospects are influenced by the sociopolitical contexts in which language varieties are situated [25]. According to [10] research, examining language vitality and its pace of extinction is intricately linked to investigations on language shift, language choice, and bilingualism. Language extinction is a phenomenon that arises when a community of language speakers undergoes a complete transition to a different language, resulting in the abandonment and subsequent disuse of their original language. The phenomenon of language loss exhibits variability among other languages. The capacity to effectively manage external and internal pressures plays a pivotal role in determining the degree of endangerment and potential extinction a language faces.

Numerous scholarly investigations and empirical inquiries have been conducted about the historical development and linguistic concepts associated with regional languages. In Indonesia and other Asian nations, a notable disparity exists between the official language and the vernacular commonly spoken and comprehended in daily interactions. The national language employed in Indonesia, encompassing the island of Kisar, serves as the linguistic medium for the origins of the Meher and Woirata languages. In a broader context, the application of machine learning in the translation of Indonesian to Meher or Woirata has two primary challenges. Research has yet to be conducted on translating Indonesian into the Meher and Woirata...
languages. Furthermore, the absence of a translation corpus for Indonesian to Meher and Indonesian to Woirata can be attributed to the limited number of speakers of these languages. The resolution of these two issues constitutes the primary focus of this paper's investigation.

2. Literature Review
The primary focus of this literature review entails two key objectives. Firstly, it aims to investigate the use of neural machine translation in the context of local language translation. Secondly, it seeks to explore strategies for constructing language corpora, particularly in the case of regional languages where data sources are scarce. Despite having a history of at least a century, there needs to be more consensus over the precise definition of corpus linguistics within language structure research. An often-employed characterization of a corpus is "the compilation and analysis of corpora." [11, 12, 26]. However, for this study, researchers adopt the corpus as corpus linguistics concept, which can be succinctly characterized as the scholarly investigation of language grounded in authentic language usage in real-world contexts. As an evidence-gathering technique, corpus linguistics has evolved to improve descriptions of language structures and usage [13, 27]. Like variety, the size of a corpus is also believed, either expressly or implicitly, to play a role in its representativeness [14]. Assessing the magnitude of the link poses challenges. There is a certain degree of correlation between sample size and representativeness. If our corpus were to encompass all instances of a language or its variant, it would inherently possess representativeness. Furthermore, reducing the sample size would not result in an immediate decline to zero regarding representativeness.

In the era of the Internet, the size of corpora is constrained mainly by technical factors. As an illustration, the English language data within the Google N-Grams database is sourced from a corpus of one trillion words, as referenced in the work of [15]. From a quantitative perspective, the figure denotes a substantial magnitude of linguistic input, surpassing the cumulative amount an individual would typically encounter throughout their lifespan. An individual with average reading capabilities may peruse between 200 and 250 words within a minute. Consequently, it would necessitate an uninterrupted reading endeavor spanning between 7500 and 9500 years to consume the entire corpus entirely. Nevertheless, it is essential to note that the corpus represents a minuscule portion of written English. Moreover, linguistic variations are confined to a tiny subset of published written English and need to encompass the contributions of any authentic English speaker.

Determining the necessary size of a linguistic corpus lacks a definitive answer, except for a potentially honest response that is difficult to determine. Nevertheless, two viable solutions exist in practice. A more conservative response is that the sample size should be sufficiently big to encompass a representative collection of examples about the phenomenon being studied, enabling comprehensive analysis. The less modest response entails the corpus's need to be adequately extensive to encompass substantial samples of various grammatical structures, vocabulary items, and other linguistic elements. Considering the growing availability of literature in different languages on the internet, the assertion made in the second answer may not be as boastful as it initially appears.

Two methods exist for searching within a corpus to identify a specific linguistic phenomenon. The first method involves a manual approach, where one reads through the texts within the corpus and records each occurrence of the phenomenon of interest [16, 28, 29]. The second method involves an automated approach, where a computer program executes a query on a machine-readable version of the texts [17, 30]. Numerous initiatives are underway to compile extensive corpora encompassing various web-accessible textual data. The size of these corpora is undeniably remarkable, albeit they generally consist of billions of words rather than trillions.

Nevertheless, the primary justification for their usage lies solely in their magnitude. However, both the individuals responsible for constructing these corpora and those utilizing them must relinquish any notion that they are working with a comprehensive collection of texts. Additionally, they must grapple with the uncertainty surrounding the composition of the corpus, including the specific texts and linguistic
variations it encompasses, as well as the proportion of content generated by English speakers as opposed to automated entities.

In their article titled "Neural Machine Translation of Low-Resource Languages: A Survey" [18], the authors delve into the recent challenges and applications of Neural Machine Translation (NMT) in the context of low-resource languages, specifically indigenous or traditional languages. The article investigates various strategies, including transfer learning, multilingual approaches, and data augmentation techniques, aiming to enhance the translation quality for these languages. Notably, the authors emphasize the importance of addressing the issue of limited data availability in this domain. In a recent investigation by [19], attention was directed toward utilizing monolingual data synthesis to enhance the performance of Neural Machine Translation (NMT) for languages considered minority or local and possess limited parallel corpora. This research introduces a novel approach for improving training data using back translation and language model-based generation. The experimental results demonstrate a substantial improvement in translation quality due to employing this strategy. The present study used this methodology to construct the corpora of the Meher and Woirata languages. Specifically, Indonesian was manually translated into Meher and Woirata languages by a group of proficient native speakers of each respective language.

3. Research Method
In this study, the researcher initially constructed a translation corpus comprising Indonesian to Meher and Indonesian to Woirata. Two primary methodologies exist for creating a bilingual corpus. The first strategy involves automated making a bilingual corpus from online sources, as discussed by [20]. The second approach entails the manual collection of a bilingual corpus, as explored by [21]. This study entailed the compilation of a corpus, wherein individuals from the local community who had native fluency in Meher and Woirata languages were actively involved. The project's linguist provided guidance and supervision throughout the corpus construction process. Once the corpus has been established, it is employed as training data for the translation algorithm that has been constructed. The research conducted in this context substantially contributes to the conservation of the Meher and Woirata languages using artificial intelligence technology. The flow diagram of the entire research process can be seen in Figure 1.
The present work involved the construction of a linguistic corpus for the Meher and Woirata languages through the utilization of the crowdsourcing methodology. Crowdsourcing is a phenomenon characterized by seeking contributions or services from numerous individuals to accomplish a particular activity or objective. This process entails decomposing intricate jobs into smaller, more feasible micro-tasks that can be allocated among individual participants. Initially, the study focuses on the project's design, which involves the translation of online news articles written in Indonesian. These articles are retrieved by web crawling and are to be translated into Meher and Woirata languages. The local contributors are then separated into two teams, namely the Meher and Woirata teams, based on their proficiency in the respective languages. The task was subdivided into smaller units, precisely translating news sentences into Meher and Woirata languages. In addition, we have created a quality assurance method that involves doing a post-translation review and engaging three to five participants for each translated item.
In addition to employing the crowdsourcing methodology, we actively engage residents and specialists proficient in Meher and Woirata to obtain an ideal language corpus. The local community is actively involved by promoting translation, writing, and replicating articles in the Meher and Woirata languages, with a particular emphasis on including individuals who have fluency in these local languages. To inspire and incentivize the local populace, we emphasize the cultural value and profound influence stemming from their invaluable efforts in safeguarding this imperiled linguistic heritage. In addition, we have incorporated a feedback mechanism that allows public members to analyze and offer opinions on the collected content. This approach aids us in guaranteeing the accuracy and pertinence of the translation outcomes.

The data utilized in this study comprises articles acquired by web crawling from news websites. Subsequently, this material is transcribed into hardcopy format for the local translation team to disseminate. The translation team comprises Team Meher Translators and Team Woirata Translators. Within each team, some individuals possess native fluency in Meher or Woirata languages. The translation of an article often involves the collaboration of 3-5 translators. In the event of discrepancies or disagreements among the translators, a focus group discussion is conducted to establish a consensus on the preferred translation and the appropriate written and spoken rendition. The translation process outcomes are documented and archived in a tabular structure comprising articles and their corresponding translations. The outcome of this translation is subsequently employed as a replica of the dataset. The corpus collection is later used as training data for the constructed translation algorithm. The translation method employed in this study is founded upon the research completed by [22]. The Neural Machine Translation technique leverages the Deep Decoder architecture and afterward undergoes parameter adjustment to achieve optimal performance based on the available dataset.

4. Results

The present study accomplished the translation of a considerable number of articles in the Meher language and a substantial number of 16,550,000 articles in the Woirata language. Among these articles, it was found that there were 714,000 words in the Meher language and 805,000 words in the Woirata language. This word count is appropriate for capturing the vocabulary employed in everyday resident interactions. Nevertheless, researchers aspire to include extra words and phrases encompassing various contexts, particularly to examine variances in nouns or verbs based on the given context. The given text consists of a single sentence. Figure 2 shows the dataset sample from Bahasa Indonesia to Meher language. The dataset sample from Bahasa Indonesia to the Woirata language can be found in Figure 3.
Based on the available data, a model of an Indonesian translator, referred to as "meher" and "Woirata," was developed. The Meher language model was constructed using a training dataset consisting of a maximum of 714 articles, 714,000 words, and a validation dataset. In the process, the Woirata language model was constructed by utilizing a training dataset consisting of 805 words, while the validation dataset had a maximum of 805,000 words. When the model is trained with the same parameter setup, it achieves an accuracy of 86.04% and a loss function value of 14% for the Meher language. Figure 4 shows the training process for the Meher language.
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In contrast, for the Woirata language, the model achieves an accuracy of 89.80% and a loss function value of 10%. The result of the training process for Woirata language can be seen in Figure 5. To facilitate users in accurately pronouncing words in Meher or Woirata languages, we supplement them with voice recordings provided by local inhabitants who act as contributors. This practice ensures that the pronunciation of a given term corresponds to its accurate representation in Indonesian. Some examples of voice recordings for Meher and Woirata languages can be seen in Figure 6. The Meher and Woirata languages exhibit variations in pronunciation and intonation that have the potential to alter the semantic content of words. The outcomes of the study were evaluated using a web-based application, which was manually administered to the participants. The decision to do manual testing was made because of the restricted availability of computing devices for accessing website pages.
5. Discussions

There are a lot of challenges that need to be overcome in the subject of language conservation studies for old languages that are in danger of extinction. There is a small number of local speakers, most of whom are older people, and as a result, they require assistance in the technology transfer process. This is the primary difficulty that stands out. The data collection team needs to be comprised of many people who are knowledgeable about technology and can effectively communicate with local communities in their native language. This is because of the problem that has been identified. Developing a conventional language corpus is a challenge that needs to be remedied as soon as possible. Given the limited number of tools that are currently accessible, the building of a linguistic corpus must be done in a relatively manual manner. When it comes to traditional linguistic structures, this is incredibly consistent. The presence of research opportunities in computer science for developing software that can be utilized universally to simplify procedures is brought to light by this challenge—an effort to create a dataset about language.

Traditional language modeling cannot be performed with most currently available language models since they are not algorithmically adequate. Research opportunities for developing language models appropriate for the languages spoken in the region are also made available because of this hurdle. In addition to protecting the language itself, preserving the indigenous knowledge and wisdom ingrained in the cultural traditions of the people who speak the language is also included in the scope of language conservation. There is the potential for a significant contribution to be made by computer technology, particularly the application of artificial intelligence in language. Within the context of Indonesia, however, there are still vital activities that need to be made. It is necessary to implement systematic steps, beginning with constructing a local language corpus, to encourage greater participation of younger scholars concerning this topic.

6. Conclusion

This work has produced a collection of translated writings from the Meher regional language to the Indonesian language from the Woirata regional language to the Indonesian language. This corpus was created by researchers who collected firsthand data, and native speakers translated it. This procedure ensured that the resulting corpus included terminology currently utilized by local language speakers. The construction of two regional language corpora is the most significant contribution that this study has made. These corpora can be used by other researchers doing their studies and can also be utilized in teaching regional languages at the elementary education level.
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